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I\NTERIaflIZ0OTIl% 00X;IIL~VTIONI or PLAGuI zi*J< iTLs INVLTE.YLITE 1'OCI

rI'olloving- is a tranislation of a paper by M. Bz;.tazard, Y.
Kar im i , M. 1ftekhiari , IM. CUnsIL and, iI.; H. ioIllaret, -of -the
nstitut6 of Teh-er~an),
.i-stitut iPast( ur_ do 'Teheran (Pser
reprintej Zrori flulletin de la Soci6t6 de Pathologio iZxotique3
(Bulletin of thel Society Of IEXOtWIC Pathlog10y), Vol 5G,' NO 69'
November-Deceimhcr 19G3, zpages 1230-12411.]K__

Wha t i s there still standing of the .thesis~vhich~wer have been
:efo.;Qinvr for the past, ton years, which makes the presence of' rodents-.
ne
ineto'i
to the long lieof
to the p la-ue tekey
I
to.ate foci ?_
On the,. oiie hand, i-e believe thiat we have ours elves established
S;oin -.aure as -.ell vs in the laboratory, that resistant, rodents.
i.:,capiabl. of cun;-.erviaw the infection in their .organismns:~ the high
.r
an
forms amnong animals surviving at tile. dof
o"chronic"
1
po~c~ta
o:')izootic OuItoreak being morely a phenomenon wil.hout lasting effect,
"-.d "'delayed: relapses"l or "belated genc.ral izat ions," "if thy do exit
.. o.beinlg sulsceptiblo of ilmplication as a "h1abitudl mode" of s urvivml .
~.~rCSo&: low-grade -patno-enicity found' in haturo at the end, of an
o-,izootic outbrea~k, i-:ioch multiply "chronic" forms among11( rodents, Can
Even. the more modest role which w
eitheor.
ifetion
.. ~ ii~cftur
of
ere "orsirs"
rodnt (,s
ith.9 resistn
;:~
asignd t
i nininature,
that Coiiserv... 'Ale Ipla~gUe can no longer be defended:
*IL'
Ics
ogvt
ete
intho laburatory, the fleas of these rodents so
tilich. insure perpetuation of,infection.
wVould )erit teto
cyct
CY.
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Moreover, it is now evident that this resistance is but the conlI this consequence. wvere not
the e;;is.'enco of the plague.
(CllOof,
ntic inveter
u
thr'eit
taa
'proved
~~ ~and if it were
.oci where no resistance to'infecti on may, be dem~onstrated amonrr any
Zha
wilould have to recone
"',ion 01, ;.Ay S'eciles~ of rodent, .-t
San epizzotic phienomenon, and not the necessary conA io
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of which our research in nature seemed to us to have furnished proof in
Kurdistan.
We could, in facL, no longer deny, us we have been doing
for a long timae, that burrowing Sciuridae have 16he possibility of insuring by themiselves, in certain burrows, a long lif'e for infection.
These Sciuridae are, in fact, typically s den-'Vary, great burrowers,
with deep, permiarient burrows which are always occupied or reoccupied,
like the spermop!hile Citellus fulvus which wre studied in Iran, those
"ground squirrels" (Citellus) and "prairie dogs" (Crnomys) so well observed in the U.S.A., those "sousliks" (Citellus,), and, above all,
those "souroks" (.rE1ota) whose habits researchers i . the USSH have
studied for so long, and have shoown that they clear out and reoccupy
Now, if be believe that it is in the
burrows emptied by the plague.
life of the deep chawbers of the burrews of these species, in inveterate foci, that alone is to be sought the persistence of the plague bacillus, it does not seem that in the many works accumulated in the past
any precise research has demonstrated a resistance characteristic of
talae species.
who must, in our view,
Certainly, as early as 1010 . icCoy (17),
be considered as having initiated the idea of resistance and of its
epizoological importance, drew attention to the fact that Citellus
captured in plague foci resisted experiviental innoculation better than
those captured in regions where wild plague did not exist. K. F. Meyer
(18), in 1942, confirmed McCoy's observations on Citellus beecheyi, but
his work was difficult to interpret because o' the differences in susceptibility which he observed between males, females and young. We
ourselves, in systematic experimentation by innoculation of cultures of
ground up infected organs, or by flea bite, which we carried out on
Citellus fulvus captured in the heart of the focus of Kurdistan, have
been able to observe their extreme susceptibility to infection. It is
true that these Citellus came from two:.populatibns which we have kept
under observation since 1950 (2), and in which we have never observed
the existence of infection.
On the other hand, Tinker and Alechina in the USSR apparently
demonstrated iit 1955 the difference in susceptibility between two popuThis work, which aplations of the small souslik Citellus py .,iaeus.
peared in an untraceable publication (22), is known to us only by the
critique made of it by Lvi and his collaborators (15), who reproach
those authors for the "non-simultaneity of tieir experiments and cerno doubt, why LLvi on his part, resumed,
This is,
tain other errors."
along with Valkov, Minkov and Novikova, the series of experiments on
Citellus pygxmaeus captured in the same region where he had just demonstrated a difference in susceptibility between various lpulations of
Meriones meridianus. The results of Levi and his collaborators are
Imown to us only through a short resum6 presented at the Tenth Conference on parasitological problems and diseases of natural focality, in
The authors write: "In simultaneous experiments
October 1959 (14).
there was studied the susceptibility to plague of various populations
-2-

of swall sousliks on torriories
with aii eiizoologicul past and with
di'i'ering ecological cLractenistics.
Those experiments have shown
thiat small souslihs ciutured in thre past [N'te:
this expression "in
the past" canaot be trun.ilated &lny wore clearly:
does it refer to Ci"1 llus kept in captivity ror a long time?
(trunslator's note)] in the
endemic region n r
i villLge of Zavtlnoe LNoLe:
north of Elista, on
the right bunik oI t,, Vole
(tran.slator's note)] were ten times more
resistant than tiQ sousliks c LPured in Lte sovlhuoz of Tchernozemelsk
[Note:
south of Elista, on the rig:at hank of the Volga (translator's
note)] and on the left
bank of the Volg.a (Dosang)"[Note:
e again
tihaink our bibliographer,
:. Chirzadi, for iier translations, which
%ike.
her profound knowledge of, the subject iaa e particularly valuable].
These results sugCs' thaft this resistance to infection may
doubtless also be found ii other places where the interaction of the
species concerned and the natural conditions will have given the sousliks (and even the iaarwots
on which there is still research to be
done) the function of tiie conservation of the plague in their burrows.
And we tJiink we can state tiiat where proof will be found that this resistance does not exist among these species, the reason *is that other
rodents must be responsible for the conservation of the infection, as
is doubtless the case in this zone of Dosang studied by Levi and his
collaborators, where the small souslik is susceptible, but where Meriones meridianus shows a high level of resistance.
It is, moreover, certainly not to be ruled out that several species way take part on the
satae spot in conserving the infection under the condition -- a necessary one, in our view -- that tiey dig or frequent or reoccupy the deep
burrows which are the reservoirs of infection. This is indisputably \
the case in Kurdistan with the field mouse Microtus irani and the small
hamster Cricetulus migratorius, which are perpetual usurpers of the
burrows of meriones, as soon as the latter are no longer there to deIt cannot be ruled out that this might also be the case
fend t:iem.
with a number of other species, and to restrict ourselves only to Microtus and Cricetulus, for example Microtus brandti, whose possible resisLance in the USSR has been known since the researches of Lekreneva (6),
Smirnova and Vassyulchina (21) and Chtchekounova (7), and whose infection has just been found in nature by Kovaleva (12) in marmot territory
in Bayan-Khongor in western Mongolia; with Microtus gregalis, whose infection, already known in Tian-Chan, has been confirmed by Lavrentiev
and Polouliakh (13), to be precise among Microtus established in the
sweepings of marmot burrows; with Cricetulus barabensis, known for its
resistance to the plague in Transbalkalie since the work of Von"Jettmar

(8) (9), the research on which by Soviet authors, commented on by Rall
(20) have shown natural infection in Manchuria; finally, in the United
States, withi Microtus californicus, the resistance of which has been
known since the work or McCoy (1n), who experimented on animals captured in nature in the environs of San Francisco and showed at the same
time the extreme susceptibility of Citellus beecheyi captured at the
same place; this Microtus has recently been found infected in the same
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region by Kartnuan and his collaborators (ii), who have also demonstrated differences of receptivity in this rodent between neighboring
populations.
The resistance to infection of certain populations of rodents in
inveterate foci does appear, there:'ore, to be considered asean ineluct13Ut can this conseable consequence of the presence Of the plague.
quence be at the same time the necessILry condition of which we continue,
on the evidence of our observtions in nature, to say that it is the
key to long life of infection? Prolonged observation over a period of
fifteen years in the field has shown us the rapid disappearance of
"dead" burrows, of whatever kind, a disappearance which is more rapid
than the r3population of the territory by rodents. The entrances of the
"dead" burrows on the meriones .i. vinogradovi and M. tristrami and of
the other species burrowing in cultivated land disappear in a few weeks,
or, at the most$ a few months, under the action of plowing, the passing
or grazing of cattle (particularly sheep and goats), or merely of wind
and weather. The entrances o1 the permanent burrows of M. persicus on
. libycus in salty, unhillsides or in heaps of stones, and those of
cultivated land are not subjected to the same causes of rapid destruction; nevertheless, the wind and its cargoes of dust'and storms generally cause them to disappear frow one sununer to the next when these burrows are no longer inhabited. Therefore, the only ones remaining open
after an epizootic outbreak are the inhabited burrows: those of rodents
(or those reoccupied by rodents) which have survived extermination by
plague, that is to say, those of the rodents (or those reoccupied by the
rodents) which are resistant. The conservation of the plague bacillus
in the earth of the burrows must be able to occur at least temporarily
(without prejudice to the influence of different soils, their pli, etc.)
everywhere, as one of us has demonstrated (1) by isolating this bacilBut all unocculus from relatively shallow burrows of M. yino. radovi.
pied burrows are doomed without delay to disappear; the enormous reservoir of plague which they contain is thus rapidly and definitively
In fact, it could not be waintaiaed that, whatever the rate of
buried.
reproduction of rodents at the apogee of reproduction, and whatever the
density of "dead" burrows during the preceding epizootic outbreak, the
new arrivals have much chance of encountering, as they dig their burrows, the tunnels and chambers of their predecessors, which, moreover,
would long ago have collapsed under the action of plowing and weather.
A special instinct would be necessary, which observations within the
area we have been observing for five years have never shown us.
It is, therefore, certainly only in burrows which will continue
to be inhabited during the inter-epizootic period that susceptible rodents will be able to encounter again infected soil (which has no effect on resistant rodents inhabitii.g such burrows), when the push of
their reproduction will bring them again into contact with the populations of these resistant rodents. It see.s probuble, according to observations made in'nature, that the conservation of the germ during
-
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the long duration oi" the inter-epizootic periods can only occur in the
large perm;anni
-.
tie
deepest ones, ;'hich provide the most stable microclimate:
that is,
in Xurdistan, the burrows of M. persicus
and M. libycus.
In fact, it is in these burrows that, when the current
Upizootic outbreak is over and the disappearance of tie
plague among
the rodents Und their fleas will have ugain bee~n proved, that we shall
•ive to seek the presence of infection in the :oil
of the deep chambers
we already
ohere Lnow that we ougit to find, min;led with the litter
of
the survivingr morio:ies, tie
debris of.the dead meriones.

l;Lgue?

flow are we to picture to ourselves th
cycle -of this telluric
It appears tha% our previous researches in the region studied

unkolingly shoeed its mechanism.

At the close of an epizootic out-

break, DO percent of the burrows :iuve been subjected to infection:
it
is easy to see this in the populationis of tlih susceptible rodents,
among which residual "islands" which escatpe te plague are rare and
scattered. ilowever, in populations of resistant rodents, although the
potency of contamination, further reinforced by the hecatombs of susceptible rodents infiltrating
those populations, has overcome the resistance of mhany rodents which died of tile infection, some of the burrows continue to be inhabited by the surviving ones, of which our current estimates fix,.-he nujiiber at more than 30 percent.
Lven before the

end of the epizootic outLbreak, as soon as its violence begins to falter,
the "dead" burrows begin to be reoccupied by the resistant survivors,

*

j

and subsequently, under the influence of the rapid multiplication of
these rodents, all those "dead" burrows which have not disappeared will
be reoccupied by these survivors or their descendants. In at least one
chamber of each of these burrows are heaped up the cadavers of the animals killed by the epizootic outbreak. It is beyond doubt that the
.lague bacillus could not be systematically conserved in all these burrowes; the few researches which have been made in the field, or the experiments which we are pursuing in our clim"tized dark room seem to show
that this conservation is far from being the rule. No matter how rare
this conservation 'uay be, however, it is is the thousands that burrows
which are reservoirs of plague must be numbered.
lean-awhile, it is from the very small. number of susceptible rodents spared by the epizootic flood tide that the repopulation of their
territory begins. However, their prolificity more or less quickly
leads to enormous multiplicationp in accordance with always visible
climatic conditions, sometimes after ,.ore than two years, as shown by
our most recent observation. We think that we have clearly demonstrated (4) that this multiplication pushes these susceptible rodents
to invade the microfoci of resistant rodents pushing them back towards
the center of their population areas.
It is at til end of the last
spring of the inter-epizootic period, at the time when reproduction
a chieves its maximum, and when the young ones are cheerfully-seeking
their own establishments, that there occurs the contact between susceptible rodents and the plague in the burrows, and we have been able
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to prove experimecntally thLat it irzu-t be suffi ei tnt for one of these ro-

de~nts to explore an infected burrow for onliy a few muoments to ibe contm-

wuinated (1 9)
Since tile phenomenon occurs at the same time ntithe level o' muany ruicrofoci, it explains the particular asPect of the. appear-

ance of Cie plagrue wilich we wrere able to olbserve in the
0zeofcs
which we are continuing to study (6).
111 thlis Iuesofocus, tile maj o r
role in the conservation of tile plague fulls to the burrows of ,*eriones
per~sicus, because of' their numezical superioicity.
relaurichinig thle
iZlfctioii,
tile major, if niot theo only role is that of Noriones"tristrami
-the most mobile, and wost audacious. the most eo~iipetitive, arid the
first
to en-ter the territory of' .- Per-sicius undo r the impulse of reproductionx; this N1. tristrani is at theoz
tithe "thle most susceptible,
subject to extraordinarily rich septice~tia, but it also has theees
fleas. Moreover, this uzcrion's mobility carries it from the irifected
burrows of 2. persicus to the populations of M. vizrrLrdovi, aria it appears that it unleashes the plague at tiie saut time in thle two h
iabitats.
The M. vinogrudovi, very numerous, estdbrisihed in large populations,
rich in fleas, very susceptible to iinfection, will launch the ejd)zootic
process; the M.Jersicus, ;n small groups of burrows, loss dense and
more scattered, iiill, largely. because of Lheir resistance, becos,1 infoctod more slowly) but will also couserve it longer in the same- places.
.InI

Mhat maoy be the importance of' this telluric plague? When we definled the burrowing plag.-ue as "a major mode, susceptible of being re* gL1ded as a habitual maode of contamuination in nature"l (19), we Vwore certainly not thiniking of questioning Simuond's discovery and the classic
cycle of rodent-flea-rodent. We could not imagine, and still le.ss claim,
that tire plagu e bacillus is a sapro1lhyte of the soil, from which'it
emerges to encounter, through an accidental cycle, "lepizootic chance"
and more accidentally still "epidemiic chance"; neither are we close to
going back to the ancestral concept of plagrue coming froml cemeteries by
disinterring corpses. ;iowever, we recognize two possibilities of existerice for the plague. One through tile classic cycle vertebrate-fleavertebrate, tile instability of which we believe all researchers are
agreed upon, ve if this instability wzay) as we wroteL conernngtemporary fci (1) maintain equilibrium of infection for more than a hialf
century. The otuier by conservation in tlie soil, whose duration in .nature we do not know, but which way be longer and more stable than we
iiiagine: sixteen mlonths in a laboratory jar certainly indicates much
longer periods in burrows. The two mnodes follow oxie upon tile other,
arid are interliniced Lsee Note], and in our opinion only the fact of
their being interlinked can create longevity of plague. In inveterate
foci, one cannot exist without the other:
if the enormous mortality of
the epizootic outbreak did not periodically "1rechiarge" .t_'e plague reserve of the burrows, the infection would sooner or later die out; if
the plague reserve in the ground did riot exist, the rodent-flea-rodent
* cycle would be broken, as always happens sooner or later in temporary
foci.
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Nature's action has, ti-e'ore,
created th.Lt "safety reserve"
thu-.concept l 'lwlich is due, jiidisputably, in our opinion, to Georges
nc, concept ,hilch we nve .o oftbent discussu:l with hiia,'> and which
Ihs led us,
little hy litle, tu
- 'ollowing worting hypothesis.
Strict
parasitism:, thet is, in which the 1,arasite cannot live outside
its
hosts or vectors, is only the aost evolved form or that'lode of
life;
the further we go dou-n the scale of living beings, the rarer parasitism is:
at the level of wuslhroo.is, bacteria, and viruses, it beComes the excedtion.
It is possible, therefore, that the best known
cycles of strict parasitism, which appear to us to be complete, wuay
only, in reality, be a ph,,ase of the true cycle, in which an extral);arasitory stage might exist. This starge would be characterized by extir'me resistance in nature, and by coisiderable reproduction and 'vwaste"
,.ich is always found whenever the danger of chance intervenes in the
continuity of tne cycle. This stage ought to be systematically sought
for even in cycles in which its
existence does not appear necessary; in
accordance with phylogenic logic, this research ought to deal with the
precise milieu in which it may be supposed that the being lived free before adapting to parasitic life.
So far as the plague is concerned, we abandoned this concept long
ago; our researches have brought us back to it.
The waste of means in
inveterate foci is obvious, doubtless because the role of chance is
greater there. We can define this role of chance: we have said that in
the overwhelming majority of infected burrows it appears wore than probable that only a limited ,number will conserve plague; the visits to or
usurpations of these burrows by susceptible rodents will, even during
the peai of pullulation, be a certain. bur rare, occurrence; finally
even in infected burrows, it is quite certain thatLthe chance of contamination of these visitors or usurpers do not equal those Ie achieved
in our experimental jars.
Consequently, the enormous waste of the means
emjloyed will result in a small number of successes; that, in fact, is
very precisely the picture shown us by the outbreak of plague in 1962

(5).

Are these working hypotheses, the guidelines of our future researches, applicable elsewhere than in the foci where we got the foundations for thema? According to all probability:
yes. To our knowledge
there exists nowhere in the world an inveterate focus wherb there are
not one or more sedentary species with deep burrows, burrows more or
less frequented by other species. As an example, we shall
ve only the
single one which we learned about by ourselves: that of the region to
the east of the Caspian Sea, part of the vast central Asian focus, according to current Soviet terminology, the southern part of which we
have studied in Iran (Gorgan-Dach Boroun region), without, .moreover,
finding the plague, which, howeyer, used to be know in those regions.
There Meriones libycus is certainly much more susceptible (as is proved
by the history of the so-called Turkonan epizootic outbreak in 1953-55)
than Rhombontys opi-ius, as tle Soviet authors observed during the same
-7-
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Opizootic outlreak, and as we were able. to see expereimentally on the 1,I.
libycus and _Itombomys of Duch floroun.
Now, if mioiizho iys dig deep, permanent burrows on hillsides, while1.
low burrows on f'lLt, low-lying lnc,

is

such that trzt,.

lihoycus

'u*c,established

ili shal-

intermingling of the species
set in front of IRhonubomys burrows often yield more
th,

:,.d libycus than Rtho,,boiys.

The extreme flexibility of 11,i.Lu'e 's MIIeans in the face of every
kind of condition must, durin- the course of ages, have permitted the
.stablishment of all tle possible coibinations between sedentary species with fixed burrows and rnon-sedentury species.
Here we must use the
word sedentary in its narrowest sen: e, and apply it only to rodents inlhabiting tlhe same burrows for many gener-ations.
In Kurdistan, for example,
the
M.
vinoradovi
and
M.
tri.trai
ii,
which,
cannot be
termed non-sedentary, constantly change the locationhowever,
of their burrows
under the combined influence of plowing and of the plague, and it is to
these constant changes that we think we can attribute the conservation
of their susceptibility to infection, since they are subjected only to
periodic, brutal assaults, and not the.continuous and doubtless moderate pressure exercised by telluric infection.
This proposition, however, does not have a converse, and the existence somewhere of wild rodents with permanent, depp burrows is not
sufficient for inveteration of the plague: too many factors are involved, including primarily climatic factors, for the conservation of
the plague in burrows to be considered a universal phenomenon.
:n India, for example, where we have given proof of' the resistance of the
jumping mouse Tatera indica (although its resistance is moderate L3],
that is, genetically speaking, limited to a low percentage of the ani-Imals captured), it seems improbable that this mode of persistence of
infection can be a factor, in spite of the great deplth of the burrows
of this species and its sedentary nature. Moreover, the inter-epizootic
intervals or off-seasons are extremely short, not exceeding tae alsproxiiately four months of the rodents' estivation, and the flea Xenopsylla
astia stands this estivation perfectly well; moreover, infection manifestly does not become inveterate in this type of focus anywhere, which
has allowed us, in spite of the long, uninterruTpted history of plague
in the Ganges valley, to put forward the view that that was not an instance of an inveterate focus, and to forecast the disappearance of infection from that region, a disappearance which has now taken place.
Consequently, research into resistance to the plague among rodent populations with permanent burrows in inveterate foci, or among
species frequenting those burrows, seems to us to maintain all its interest. This research is not yet easy: in the hands of the same experimenters, results vary with the identical techniques, according to
tile sources used, as, for example, L6vi and his collaborators, tell us
in their work on the receptivity of Citellus ,nygmaeus(14).
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